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PURPOSE 

The model study was required t o  investigate the 
wi ta t ion damage to the areas surrounding the outlet 
works-spillway iunction; and to devel0~ corrective 
modific&ions: The study also was needed to determine 
a mode of owration which would minimize darnace t o  
the structuie prior to the completion of Geld 
modifications. 

APPLICATIONS 

The damage encountered at Folsom Dam points out 
the need for supplying adequate aeration to protect 
surhtxs surrounding the junction of highvelocity 
flows. While the Folson Dam study dealt with a 
specific design, the principle of supplying air to flow 
junctions has wide application, and should be 
considered whenever structures of this natilre are 
designed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Folsom Dam is on the American River about 20 miles 
(32 kilometers) northeast of Sacramento, California, 
(location map). The dam was built by the Corps of 
Engineers and transferred to the Bureau' of 
Reclamation for operation on May 14, 1956. The dam 
(Figure 1) is a mncrete gravity structure 340 feet 
(103.63 meters1 high and 1.400 feet (426.72 meters) 
long, mpable of impounding approximately 1,010,000 
acrefeet (1.250 million cubic meters) of water. 

Normal river regulation is maintained by two tiers of 
four outlets each (Figure 2). controlled by 5- by 5-foot 
(1.52- by 2.74meter) dide gates. The outlets consist of 
rectangular conduits through Ute dam which exit on 
the spillway face and discharge into the spillway stilling 
pool. Spillway releases are made through five 42- by 
5Cfoot (12.80- by 15.2Bmeter) radial gates located 
near the crest of the dam. Three additional 42- by 
SCfoot (12.80- by 15.24meter) radial gates for 
extremely large flood releases are located M the left of 
the main spillway, and release flow to a flip bu-4et on 
the downstream face of the dam. 

The spillway face and downstream end of the outletsat 
Folsom Dam incurred mnsiderable damage during 
passage of flood releases in 1955'. 1963, and 1964. 
The spillway face damage occurred immediately 

conduit invert (Figure 3). Damage in  
rred on the side walls just downstream 
ion in the crown and extended to the 

1964 flood releases were made with 
simultaneous operation o f  the spillway and outlet 
works. The 1963 flood was passed over the spillway 
only. The most extensive damage occurred with 
simultmeous operation. 

The flow conditions resulting in the 1955 flood 
damage have been studied by the Corps of Engineers in 
conjunction with tests for Red Rock  am'. In this 
study, a 1:16 model of the Folsom sluice outlet was 
placed in the Red Rock model. The minimum pressure 
recorded was 49 feet (14.94 rneters) of water below 
atmospheric. A range of pressure heads was recorded at 
some piezometer locations, indicating large pressure 
fluctuations of as much as 32 feet (9.75 meters) of 
water. Since water mlumns probably were used to read 
the f luc tuat ing premures, peak instantaneous 
fluctuations could be expected to be considerably 

A 1:16.7 sectional model was built to investigate the 
damaged areas and to aid the development of 
corrective modifications (Figure 5). The model was a 
scaled representation of the upper tier outlek which 
were more severely damaged. The model contained a 
single outlet, and a section of spillway face. Flow was 







Damage to lower tier outlets 2, 3, and 4 Outlrt 1, closed 
during flood lo  mlnmize spray on pom'erplsnt. nor shown. 

Photo P485-D-54770 NA 

Damage m upper tter outlets 6.7. and 8. Outlet 5. closed 
durlng flood to min~mize spray an pawerplant, nofrhown 
Photo P485-D-542s NA 

Flmre 3. Damage on spillway face 

was designed to accommodate various sizes of orifice 
plates. A plastic conduit at the end of the gate 
extended to the spillway ?ace. The flow junction 
containinq the cannrictioi;' in the crown was 



struck the invert of the outlet works conduit 
slightly upstream of the outlet invert~pillway 
junction. High pressure resulted at the impact point. 
and a portion of the flow was directed upstream 
into the outlet works conduit. The water surface in  
the mnduit continued to rise until the constriction 
il: ,the outlet crown was submerged, cutting off the 
air woolied to the soillwav flow from the outlet . . 

I . Damage began a t  constriction in cmwn, and pogened works air vent. Low pressure then resulted in the 

downmeam on rrdewalls. Photo P485-D-542G7 NA 
conduit downstream of the constriction in the 
2rown. and at the outlet works-soillwav iunction. ~. 
The low presure caused the water surface in the 
outlet works conduit to recede permitting air from 
the outlet works air ,?ent t o  relieve the low-pressure 
area, and the processrepeated itself. The air supply 
to the model co?duitiaried greatly during a surge 
and was directb relzted t o  the water volume 
changes in the donduit. In the model, heavy audible 
pulsations resulted at the air intake. During o surge,, 
prsw.:e fluct"atiork at the outlet works-spillway 
junction wen,'extremely large (Figure 8). The 
largest flu~mat,!ons were noted in areas which were 
the most heavily damaged in the prototype. 

4 
A similar sume in the orototvpe has not been 

Damage on sidewalls reached spillway face lportion of reported, poaibi;/ because of a degree of separation 
conduit right wall rhawnl. Photo P485-8354265 NA in  spillway flow from the radial gate piers providing 

some aeration and oreventins its develooment. . 

Pressure f o r  spillway,- operation.-Pressures 
downstream of the junction of the spillway facx and 
outlet works invert were in the cavitation range for 
the three spillway releases tested 14 1,600 cfs (1.180 
cu m/sec), 85,500 cfs (2,420 cu m/sec). and 
115.00 cfs (3,260 cu m/secll. The high velocity 
f l ~ w ~ m o v i n g  down the spillway face impinged on 
the invert of the outlet conduit and separated from 
the surface at the junction to the spillway face. 
Pressures within the conduit fluctuated greatly 
during the surge. However, by slightly splitting the 
spillway fiow upstream of the junction, the surge 
could be eliminated. and onlv the oressures 

Damage progressed down r~illway face (conduit invert and downstream of the junction on the spillway face 
left wall shown). Photo P485.D.54248 NA remained damagingly low. 

Figure 4. Typ~cal damge pstterns in outlets. - 
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A Water surface in outlet above constriction in crown. 
Note rpallwav jet parallel to spdlway face. Photo 
P485-D68563 

E. Water level ramng in outlet. PhotoP485.0.68564 

B Low prenurc DIEU~S downstream of  mnrtrlctmn and 
deflects the jet mward causmg crculatmn. Photo 

P485.D-68565 

D. Intense circulation continuer with sir and watw 
mixture. Photo P485.D-68567 

F Water level Drior to  repeating cycle Photo 
P485.D-68562 





Smultaneous Operation for &-Built &ciure between the best hydraulic design and the most 
practical structural design. The modification consisted 

Spillway flow combined with releaser, from small outlet of an eyebrow located on the spillway face above each 
gate settings resulted in  cavitation pressures on the outlet to impart a lift to the spillway flow and prevent 
spill.,vay face below the outlet worksspillway junction. the flow from striking the invert of the outlet conduit 
The pressures were raised as the outlet gate opening (Figure 11). The eyebrow began 10 feet (3.05 meters) 
was increased to 60 percent. At this opening, a large upstream of the outlet and sloped outward from the 
amount of air from the outlet airheader system (Figure spillway face 18 inches (0.46 meters) at the top of the 
9) was entrained in  the flow (peak air demand occutred outlet. The top surface of the eyebrow was 5 fee? (1 5 2  
between 50 and 60 percent open). A t  60,"ercm: ouiiet:, meters) wide. The sides rejoined the spillway face on a 
gate opening, the pressures on thel,.6illway face 1:1 slope, varying in  plan from 0 at the upstream end 
averaged near atmospheric, with mininlum fluctuations to 18 inches (0.46 meters) on the downsueam end. 
t o  10 feet (3.05 meters) of water subatmospheric. 
Increasing the outlet gate opening from 60 to 100 Spillway releases.-The eyebrow lifted the spillway 
percent reduced the pressures on the spillway face to flow over the outlet and the flow rejoined the 
approximately 24 feet (7.32 meters) of water spillway face well below the outlet works spillway 
subatmospheric. while at the same time air demand was junction. The outlet works air vent manifold system 
reduced to zero (no air demand abwe approximately supplied air continuously to the underside of the 
85 percent outlet gate opening), Figure 10. s p i l l ~ y  flow lifted by the eyebrow. No operating 

restrictions are necessary for spillway releases only. 
On the outlet works conduit sidewall downstream from 
the constriction in the crown, preaures were lawest for S imu l taneous  spi l lway-out let  releases.- 
large gate openins. Outlet works releases with 100 Simultaneous releases resulted in  pressure 
percent gate openings produced highly fluctuating conditions very %imilar rn those of the unmodified 
pressures in  the cavitation range on the sidewalls structure (Figure 12). I f  simultanmus releases must 
downstream of the constriction in the crown. Reducing be made, the outlet gates should be st at 40 to 70 
the gate setting to 60 percent raised the minimum percent open t o  take advantage of the maximum air 
pl.snure from cavitation range to about 8 feet (2.5 entreinment. This mode of operation should be 
meters) of water subatmospheric. The outlet gate avoided if possible. 
opening could be reduced below 60 percent without 
lowering the prevures to the cavitation range on the Eyebrow-flow Splitter Combination 
sidewalls downsueam of the constriction in  the crown. 

An eyebrow with flow splitter anached proved to be 
The curves in Figure 8 show the optimum outlet gate the most positivesolution to eliminate low pressures in 
sc ting for simultaneous releases to be 60 percent open. the damaged areas. The flow splitter consisted of a pier 
Lmage should be minimized or should not occur attached to the top of the eyebrow which extended 7 
while making simul*aneous releases from the structure feet abore and perpendicular to the spillway face. The 
before modificat~~ns are completed. splitcer provided positive aeration through the spillway 

jet to the flow junction. Thus, simultaneous releases 
Outlet Works Operation wuld be made for any combination of spillway-outht 

gate settings without inducing cavitation pressures on 
The outlet works functions properly when operated the Row surfaces. 
alone. No adverse pressures were encountered in  the 
study for this type of operation. Past prototype The flow splitter was considered very difficult 
experience also supporb this conclusion. mucturally to anchor to the spillway face. Also, after 

viewing Photographs of the passage o f  the 1964 flood, 
it was felt that splitter piers placed over the lower 

MODIFICATIONS outlets would be in danger of being tom out by debris 
tossed about in the basin. Therefore, even though the 

Recommended Eyebrow splitter functioned perfectly in the model it was 
eliminated from the prototype modifiwti 



f" E Pier and  g o t e  chambers ( typical )  
















